Compadre®
SpeechGear’s Compadre® suite of instant language translation solutions.

With SpeechGear,
now you can
communicate directly
with your
international
partners. Affordable
translation anywhere,
anytime.

Features:
 Bi-directional instant
language translation.
 Whatever you say, type or
write is instantly translated
and spoken in the desired
foreign language.
 Affordable software that
you own and can use as
often as needed, versus an
expensive service to which
you need to subscribe.
 Use your existing
computers – no need to
purchase new systems.

Languages:
 Spanish, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Dutch,
Mandarin Chinese, French,
Russian, Arabic, and many
more…
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Removing the Language Barriers with your Partners
In today’s world, commerce is conducted globally. Goods are
manufactured overseas, products are sold internationally, and partnerships
are formed with firms and individuals on a world-wide basis. Overcoming
the language barriers encountered in conducting international business is
vital, and up until now is expensive both in terms of cost and schedule.
Subscribing to translation services or hiring full-time interpreters is
beyond the means of many budgets with the translations often introducing
delays in negotiations. To meet this challenge with an affordable and
effective solution, SpeechGear has worked in partnership with the U.S.
Government to develop a complete suite of instant translation products
that are now available for removing these language barriers. SpeechGear’s
products are affordable, effective, and immediately available.

Reduce Operational Costs
SpeechGear’s products do not completely replace trained interpreters. With SpeechGear, your interpreters
can focus their efforts on situations where they are truly needed, resulting in more effective and efficient use
of their valuable time. Instead of using expensive translation services or trying to rely on in-house
interpreters for all situations; SpeechGear reduces operational costs by providing you with an affordable
instant translation product that you own and can use as the situation dictates. This is not a service or a
subscription plan. Use SpeechGear’s products as often as needed with no additional usage fees being incurred.

Four Steps to Removing the Language Barrier
Conversations: Use Interact to instantly translate conversations. Simply say a phrase, and it is
translated and spoken in the desired foreign language. With Interact, you can have a personal and direct
conversation with your partners instead of always using a formalized setting where professional
interpreters are being used. Plus, with Interact a transcript of your entire conversation is automatically
generated and can be saved for future reference.
Documentation: Use Document to instantly translate Microsoft Office® files such as Word
documents and Excel spreadsheets. With Document, the translation automatically retains the same
formatting as the original. There’s no need to cut-and-paste as with other translation programs.
Document even provides tools for scaling fonts so that a one-page document remains a one-page
document when it is translated. Whether you want to simply send a quick note to a partner that is
written in the partner’s language, or you need to translate pages of text, Document is your answer.
Presentations: Document also instantly translates PowerPoint® presentations while again,
automatically retaining the formatting of your original document. If there’s a picture in the original, it
will also be there in the translation. If the original document has bold and underlined text written in red,
the translation will have this same formatting. Once you’re ready to show your presentation, use
DocumentViewer to simultaneously display the original file along with your translated versions all on a
single projector.
Language Learning: It’s always nice to know a bit of a foreign language, perhaps at least enough to
say hello. With Interact, you learn the vocabulary you need to know, versus other language learning
programs where you memorize phrases and words in a set order that someone else has selected for
you. This immediate application of needed vocabulary allows you to quickly learn a second language.

Configure Your System Today
With SpeechGear, now you can directly communicate with your international partners. SpeechGear also
has a line of products enabling you to communicate with individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing. To
configure and order your Compadre system, send an email to info@speechgear.com, or give us a call at
888-664-9123, or visit our website at www.speechgear.com.

